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Review letter in the back of the book; this letter will encourage readers to review your book.
Yes, it works!

Take a few minutes to read through descriptions of other bestselling books in your market
and see what their book pages and descriptions look like. Success leaves clues! Bookmark
these for later when you're putting together your own book description!

What category are you in? Better to use a niche category than 2 broad markets.

Make sure your book and eBook categories match. Not sure how to check this? Email the
folks at Amazon Author Central for help. They can help you figure out the category and also
fix a category for you too!

Book description: Sometimes these show up differently depending on the edition you click on
so make sure they are the same!

Amazon Author Central Page: be sure this page is ready to go!

Are you pitching Amazon reviewers?

Don’t forget to upload images to your book page. These can be fun images about the setting
of your book, or, if you’ve written nonfiction, you can add images with tips from the book. 

Pricing strategies: when the book launches, it’s not a great idea to raise the price to a point
that a buyer has to question his or her purchase. In other words, price it low enough ($2.99
or less) that it will encourage a quick, impulse buy.

To Maximize Sales, Be Sure to Use This Checklist:
BOOK LAUNCH ACTION ITEMS



THREE THINGS MATTER
ON AMAZON.COM

Popularity of your title

Matching search term

Social proof - reviews

Finding the Perfect
Matching Search Term

Keywords and subtitle

Important: Think "Phrase"

Book Description

Your first goal is to find these. Use the
intuitive search on Amazon or Google to
kick-start this keyword search. You can
also use sites like Ubersuggest.com

Like you would plugging a name into a
browser. So, not just a single word, but
an entire phrase. Like "new romance
books" - that's how consumers search.
Most don't just plug in "romance" into
their browser and hope for the best.

Are you using keywords here? This is
another great place to use keywords.

The Power of Free!

KINDLE GIVEAWAY: 5 days free, should you use them all at once?
No: start with just 3 days.

Make sure you have at least 8-10 REVIEWS on your Amazon book
page before you launch a giveaway.

Important: FREE BOOKS help to kick in the Amazon Algorithms and
will encourage online chatter about your book!

WATCH eBOOK PRICING after the campaign ends: do not bring
the book back to full price. Keep it at half price for a day.

CONTINUE

Wrapping
Up and
Ongoing

Adding pictures
to your Amazon

book page

GOT VIDEO?
Now might be a great
time to add video to
your book page, too!

SO YOU'VE HAD A
SUCCESSFUL LAUNCH,

TH'AT'S GREAT!
Now it's time to take a moment

and send a thank you to the
reviewers who took time to

review your book. You can also
thank them from your Amazon

Author Central Page, too!
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